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Star Machine offers a number of insulation blowing machines to suit the needs of any 
professional insulation contractor. We have four models that are our most common 
builds including the MiniStar 1213, FiberStar 1620, SuperStar 1620, and the 
SuperStar Supreme 2024. A 150’ wired remote comes standard with all insulation 
blowers but we do offer an add-on wireless remote with a range of over 200 feet that 
replaces the wired remote. Standard machines also come with a double finger shredder replaces the wired remote. Standard machines also come with a double finger shredder 
system for effective insulation material separation, we also offer a four finger shredder 
system that is designed to more effectively shred, and then spread insulation material 
further to increase your yield by over 10%. 
All Star Machine insulation blowers come standard with heavy gauge steel construction, 
an adjustable gate that allows material to reach the air lock, heavy-duty quick-change 
seals, and a limited two-year warranty against manufacturers defaults.

Our bestselling insulation blower is the SuperStar 1620 with both of the 
add-ons listed above selected. With a reliable Genuine Honda® GX630 
Engine this insulation blower has over 20 HP to put to moving, shredding, 
and blowing your chosen insulation material as effectively as possible, 
and with the legendary build quality of both Star Machine and Honda, you 
know that a Star Machine will last as long as possible too.

The SuperStar 1620 has an open-blow output of up to 4000 lbs/hour of The SuperStar 1620 has an open-blow output of up to 4000 lbs/hour of 
cellulose insulation, 2000 lbs/hour of fiberglass insulation, and 3000 
lbs/hour of rockwool insulation.

Our largest insulation blower is the SuperStar Supreme 2024 
is powered by a Genuine Honda® GX690 Engine, supplying 
over 24 HP to the auger, shredders, and blower to maximize 
your output every day. 

The SuperStar Supreme 2024 is a high-volume machine that 
is ideal for insulating attics and other large spaces with it’s 
large hopper capacity of 50 cubic feet, and it’s output 
capabilities of 4725 lbs/hour of cellulose insulation, 2300 capabilities of 4725 lbs/hour of cellulose insulation, 2300 
lbs/hour of fiberglass insulation, and 3500 lbs/hour of rockwool 
insulation.  

*Guard not shown.
Give us a call today for your quote on
one of our insulation blowing machines!
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